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Chapter 19
The sun was an amber menace through the heavy clouds. Sulfurous dust trails 

dragged in the still air from their footprints as they crossed to the shed. So far, 
Maxtron was not impressed with the ForceCon compound. He reconsidered the 
thought of joining the unit. 

A small mountain of transport cases from the underground caste and a large 
mound of crackling coals waited for them inside the shed's opening. Ph’avell had 
downplayed their productivity. A well of thin smoke filled the vaulted ceiling 
and leaked out into the hot miasma. 

Maxtron and Hamilton studied a pair of iron tripods at each end of the 
glowing embers. Finwë grabbed Maxtron's side, slotted the thick skewer into a 
slot at the top of the far tripod, and attached an "L" shaped handle. He rested the 
other end into the identical space on the other tripod.

"Now what?" Maxtron toed an errant coal into the exposed furnace. 

“Tis a simple process.” Finwë grabbed the handle and gave it a turn, and the 
silbuck rotated over the low heat. 

Celia arrived with the tray and spices. Finwë opened each spice container and 
inhaled their aromas. Celia drifted over to the mound of cases, and Maxtron 
followed. The black and gray cases were well scuffed from countless trips across 
the galaxy. Maxtron considered the wealth of scars many of the ForceCon 
operators he met had accumulated. The cost of a life filled with adventure. 

“What’s this?“ Maxtron picked up a pristine white case away from the rest.

Celia scanned the tablet, “It’s not on the list.“

Uninterested in carrying cases just yet, Maxtron opened the lid. Inside was a 
polished arm-long ovoid, half-as-wide and half-as-thick. It didn’t look anything 
like a group of commandos would have.

"The youngling collected yon casket from your ship, Celia Vickers," Finwë 
called over from the fire.

Well, we know he has good hearing. @BlainLT02
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Celia made an all too familiar sour face. Women tended to not get his humor.

"Oh, that's the ship's Remote Avatar System," Hamilton shuffled over, holding 
what looked like a small dripping mop.

“The what?“ Maxtron already lost interest.

“This way, VOZ can be with us if we are away from the ship.” Hamilton 
waved the mop around, showering everything around him, “Like now.“

Maxtron stepped out of range and wondered how the most intelligent person 
in the Union could be so oblivious.

Hamilton picked up the module and a printed card. After a moment of study, 
he wiped the drippings off his hand and bushed it over the polished surface. 
There was a flash, and a cluster of holo-buttons appeared. He entered a 
numerical sequence, then held another down for a few moments until a tone was 
emitted. 

Maybe Maxtron spoke too soon, and ForceCon did have some pretty cool 
stuff. But the family's plans for him didn't include a career in the Corps. Do your 
time, meet the right people, and go as far as you can, as quick as you can. This was 
Wolcott Blain's mantra. 

His family's business, Hollington, held many lucrative interests within the 
Union, the noble houses, and the Corps. They were well connected with these 
pillars of power, and Maxtron was the subsequent link in this familial chain. But 
Maxtron had never been good at expressing his true self with people, and that 
held double with his family. So his family never knew he loved Stonegate 
Academy and wanted to pursue a Corps career. But Maxtron aspired to it all; the 
Admiralty, the Senate, and to marry into a noble title, not the business world. The 
antithesis of Wolcott Blain's vision for his son. But Maxtron figured his father had 
grown accustomed to the accumulating disappointments. 

A series of holo screens flashed and tones emitted from the sleek shape in 
Hamilton’s hand.

“Hello, VOZ.“

Hello Lieutenant Merriweather, is everyone with you?
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Celia mouthed, What.

“The Captain, XO, and Finwë are here. Can't you see us?“ Hamilton said.

No, with the sensors and TexCom systems powered down, I 
cannot.

Hamilton made a choked sound, and Celia made a shameful nod. Maxtron 
chuckled to himself.

"VOZ, switch sensors and TexComs back on, create a local network, but don't 
link it to the net," Hamilton said.

Yes, Lieutenant.

Maxtron examined the changing graphics that traced the silver surface, “So 
that's it? We just carry it around?“ 

“Sure, what else would an over-financed project produce for a Tier-1 group, 
but a portable computer with all the portability of a large rock.“ Hamilton raised 
an eyebrow, “VOZ, feel free to elucidate Mr. Blain.“

There was a deep, electronic hum as the object's surface shimmered. Hamilton 
held the item as far from his body as possible. The avatar hummed and slipped 
away from the Gurch's big hand into the air. 

The RAS is an independent enclosure containing my entire AI, 
various support systems, and a hyperband link to the ship.

A green laser grid flowed over the cases from the floating spheroid, and the 
manifest opened up in Maxtron’s holo screen.

I have calculated the optimal loading plan. Shall we begin?

Don't burn our dinner or let it dry out. @Ph'avellCWO5

Fat guttered on embers, and Maxtron looked around. Someone’s already hangry 
and needs a nap.
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Celia rested on the skeleton of the off-roader deep in the shadows of the shed 
to avoid the radiating heat of the afternoon sun. The ship's cargo bay was now 
packed, and she was tired—they were all tired. 

Celia watched Finwë check the roasting silbuck in his odd attire. Maybe not 
strange for his day, if she could believe that. Celia hadn't stopped to consider 
how impossible it was that someone could travel through time to now. And why? 
He must have come for some reason. After working with him the entire shift, she 
had to agree with Ph'avell's assessment; he wasn't the villain they believed him 
to be. 

A day ago, she was down about missing the archeological trip. Now she was 
with a living, breathing piece of pre-Folding history. She wondered what was 
locked away in that mind. VOZ made a series of beeps, then Ph'avell and Jacey 
exited the lodge. The warrant officer veered toward the Dragonfly as the Ensign 
shambled toward the shed. 

The deep gold roasted silbuck meat sported a crispy crust thanks to Finwë's 
frequent basting. And it stayed that way due to Maxtron denying Hamilton's 
request for taste tests. The doctor claimed it was for safety reasons, but the 
rumble in his prodigious stomach told the truth. Now, the aroma drew Jacey 
close, like a wild dog.

Ph'avell emerged from the Dragonfly with two kavees, neither of which he 
offered to share. He and Finwë poked the meat with a knife in a few locations as 
the others watched with rapt attention. Nobody had eaten a proper meal in 
nearly 36 hours. The Thandarian and Enari's body language confirmed an 
agreement, and Ph'avell looked up to her perch on the off-roader skeleton, "How 
'bout we do chow?"

Celia gave the nod, and the crew responded with surprising alacrity. In no 
time, they washed up, gathered the necessary items, and laid out an ad hoc 
dining area using various cases and a small tarp.

Celia had made sure to set aside a few cases of vegetarian field rations. It was 
no surprise they were unopened. The bright green 'V' emblazoned on the 
packaging served as a steadfast warning to even the hungriest of carnivores. She 
tore into the vacuum seal. The sound reminded her of being a child and the thrill 
of her father's leftover rations from maneuvers. Celia considered how long they 
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may be on the run, and their luster dulled.

Ph'avell carved hot slices of meat onto everyone's plate, and Jacey was the 
first to tuck in. Finwë and the Thandarian studied the pilot as he stuffed his 
cheeks full.

 “So, whac'u think?“ Ph’avell raised a fuzzy brow.

“MmmmMphh gurmph, buuhheelluchh.” Jacey was wide-eyed.

Hamilton absconded with a few plates of meat, and Ph'avell patted Maxtron 
on the shoulder.

“It must have been a helluva thing to keep him away from the food,” Ph’avell 
gestured toward Hamilton, “good job, Country.

The young Executive Officer gave a sheepish smile and nodded back as he 
ate. Finwë sat but the fire, looking into the dying coals, while the crew sat around 
the make-shift tarp table. Few words were spoken during the welcome display of 
gluttony. Celia wondered if this would be the best meal they would share.

Coals 'clinked' and 'tinked' in the background as the eating tapered off; the 
inevitable jokes were served as dessert. Celia watched Hamilton lean over to the 
fire throughout the laughs and pick a piece of meat here and there—she wouldn't 
be surprised if her friend ate a quarter of the silbuck. 

Ph'avell packed and lit an elegantly curved Shiranian spice pipe, then began 
the time-honored tradition of telling stories. The Chief was a natural storyteller. 
He was casual with his tales but kept you right in the middle of the action. It 
wasn't long before he had them in hysterics with an unbelievable story of 
training gone awry. The laughter was so infectious that Finwë migrated closer 
and laughed at the more universal moments. Even Maxtron had them grabbing 
their sides with a rare moment of self-deprecation about how he made a fool of 
himself at a fancy staff-officer dinner. 

The sky transmuted from a dull orange to rich banded purples, and the stories 
drifted away. The crew sat silent as the last warm hues faded on the horizon. 

“What happens now?“ Jacey’s question was a cold splash of water.
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Ph'avell's eyebrows and whiskers raise, and Celia sat forward. 

“What do you feel we should do?“ Celia reposted.

“Well, your pa said we weren't safe and that we can't go to anyone official. 
“ Jacey looked back at the sky, “So, who do we go to?“ 

“Our options seem limited,“ Celia said.

“There are always options,“ Ph’avell added.

"Well, if I'm honest, Ma'am. My family must be worried about me, and I'd 
love to get back to them." Jacey faced the crew 

“If someone is looking for us, they’ll have eyes on our families. So dropping 
you at home ain’t advisable.“ Ph’avell said.

The lines on Jacey’s forehead grew more pronounced.

"Jacey, my father, isn't a dramatic man," Ph'avell chuckled at Celia's words, "so 
what he said scares me. The reports of Rezzamists were a lie, so why? We need a 
proper course of action. I can't force any of you to join me on whatever this is, 
and if you want out, I understand. But I don't know where out is?“

"My Pa always said, 'see every job through to the end, because a person's 
words are only as good as their deeds.' So I reckon I made a commitment to you 
all, and everything else'll have to wait." Jacey looked around for assurance, "But, 
I'm scared."

“Shit, kid, I'm scared, he's scared, we're all scared. If we weren't, I'd give our 
chance at success somewhere between None and No-Way." Ph'avell looked in the 
pipe's chamber, "But I'm with you, kid. I want to square things with whoever's 
behind this. Nobody does this and walks away. Wherever this goes, so do I." 

Jacey's concern smoothed away, and Celia wished Ph'avell's words worked as 
well on her. The Thandarian took a few puffs from the pipe when his golden eyes 
widened.

"Back to the kids' question, what's next?" 

"Intelligence, we need more intel," Celia said.
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“Then we need a way to mask ourselves on the net,“ Hamilton offered.

“I’ve made fake net accounts for underground gaming tournaments.“ Jacey 
tentatively raised his hand.

Everyone looked at the young pilot.

“Should I have not said that?” Jacey blushed.

“Ha! Most of my squadron mates had a history of running afoul with 
convention.” Ph’avell grinned, “Yer in good company.”

“Well, we’ll need a way to create a series of splitting nodes and ghost 
signatures.“ Hamilton worked his greasy fingers on the nob of his chin.

“How long will that take?“ Maxtron asked.

“A few days? But, we’ll need additional equipment. I didn’t bring everything 
from my lab.” 

Hamilton pulled up a few holo-screens and worked away.

“Then, we should go to Kamadi tomorrow, gather info, supplies, and clothes.
“ Ph’avell gestured to Stonegate flight suits, “Because we kinda stick out.“ 

"I'm all for getting more intel, but do we need to reconfigure the entire 
network to do this? We're way out here; let's just get what we need and move on. 
Who's looking for us?" Maxtron said.

"Well, that's a big problem; we don't know if anyone is or who they are. And 
sending a digital flare-up may not be smart. If someone's trying to cover this up, 
then that's who." Ph'avell waved in annoyance as the night wind blew smoke 
toward him, "The resources needed for the attack on Terra were incalculable, so 
the gain needs to be greater. Whoever's behind this will want to protect their 
investment, and we may be loose threads  in need of trimming." Ph'avell slid his 
pipe away for punctuation. 

“Max, I can’t make you do any of this. If you could go home safely, could you 
rest easy knowing someone did this?“ Celia queried. 

“I supposed not.“ Maxtron lifted his cup up, shook the empty vessel, and put 
it down in dismay. 
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“To succeed, we're going to have to take a few risks.“ Ph’avell stood up and 
slapped Hamilton and Jacey on the shoulders, “And these two can work on the 
net stuff while we do the run. Bing, bang, boom.“

“Not the sound effects I'd choose, but it makes sense,“ Celia said.

"So rather than hiding out here to wait things out, our other option is to strike 
out against an unknown power capable of destroying a planet, a galactic 
government, and its military?" 

“If it looks like it’s not safe, or someone’s coming after us. And, provided you 
three say yes.“ 

“You do you realize the statistical improbability if there is an organized power 
structure to act upon?“ Hamilton searched his plate for scraps, “Besides, I 
wouldn't last a week on my own. And it seems my career in the Corps has come 
to a premature end, so I'll make due as ship’s science officer.“ He looked over at 
the concealed ship, “We’re keeping the ship, right?“

Jacey's eyes snapped over to Celia.

“Of course we are. I mean… if you’ll have us VOZ?“

You are my crew.

"It seems as I am bound to your quest as well, Celia Vickers." Finwë bowed.

A wave of undefined emotion rushed out from her gut from the support. 
Maxtron looked at his crewmates like a math equation.

"Of course I'm in; you already know that." Maxtron looked at Celia, "We've 
made it this far, I just want to get things back to the way they were, but we need 
to make sure we do it properly. I'm not willing to skirt the rules or disregard an 
order or run off on some holy crusade. Our careers in the Corps just began, and 
we must continue to uphold its ideals if we're to restore the Union." Maxtron 
crossed his arms. 

“Doc, you put together your shopping list. We’ll work out the travel plan and 
contingencies.“ Ph'avell clapped his hands.

Not the unanimous vote she had hoped for, but the rug had been pulled out 
from the entire galaxy, and she couldn't expect an easy landing into the unknown 
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for everyone.
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